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Disciples ofAristotle and the Prophets -
The Religious Passion of the Radical Jewish Philosophers and

its Political Implications

By Shalom Sadik*

Jibstract

The general image of the Jewish radicalphilosophers (most of them Averroist philosophers) is

that they don't have any kind of religiouspassion. This image comesfrom two majorprinciples:

(I) Philosophers don't have passion in generalfor anything They think only rationally. (II)
Religiouspassion comesfrom irrationalfaith. For example: belief that God hears and answers

prayers, belief in reward in this world and in the world to come, belief in providence, belief in
the metaphysical influence ofactions and word etc. The Jewish radicalphilosopher doesn't believe

in any of these beliefs. Therefore we can conclude that they don't have any religious passion.

According to this general image the Jewish radical philosopher albeit continues to live in a

religious community abiding the ritual obligations andJewish laws but only for social orpedagogic

reasons (religion is needed to influence the mass) orforfear ofthe mass.

In this paper, I ivill argue against this generally accepted opinion. Firstly, I briefly
describe that philosophers have extreme passion derived directly from their rational learning

(Eros to knowledge in the opinion of Plato). Secondly, I will describe that the rational
learning of the philosopher builds a very strong religious passion that is very similar to the

passion of the biblical prophets. ^4 religious passion coming from being chosen by God to

open the eyes of the misledpeople, and to lead them to the truth.

This article sets for itself a very challenging goal: to conduct a historical
analysis of the sentiments that people felt hundreds of years ago. This goal
is very challenging because the vast majority of the available sources are

philosophical works or commentaries; this kind of literature does not readily

express nor allow others to infer sendments. Prose, poetry, theatre —

even history — are all more apt in terms of revealing sentiment. Philosophical

books are, like other scientific accounts, a kind of literary medium that
strives to be objective and thus does not afford any significant space to the

personality of the writer and his feelings.
Another problem is related to the specific sentiment that I wish to

analyse: religious passion. This is a very important sentiment, but its definition
is not so clear: While, for example, the more earthly sentiment of love for a

* Dr Shalom M. Sadik, Ben Gurion University of the Negev, Department ofJew¬
ish Thought, Beer Sheva Israel.
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woman can be described in any number of ways: singing at her window in
the middle of the night; thinking about her all day long; making sacrifices

so she will be happy; demonstrating the willingness to sacrifice one's life to
save her life — religious passion, is far more difficult to understand in terms
of practical expressions. What are the practical expressions of religious
passion? Does it mean being ever conscious that God is watching us? Fervently
singing in prayer? Practicing all the obligations of the Law? Studying
religious texts all day? Being prepared to go to our death for a religious cause?

Is it going out to proselytize other people to our faith?
This last question is related to the specific philosophers that I wish to

analyse. The radical (or Averroist) philosophers, in the tradition of Maimon-
ides, wrote their works in an esoteric manner. Even if they described something

very clearly — and in some cases, especially when they described something

very clearly — it is nonetheless difficult to understand if they truly believe

as they wrote. If they are describing or analysing their own religious
sentiments or the religious sentiments of other people in history, like the prophets,
how can we be sure that they are being sincere? Perhaps their only goal is to
influence the irrational masses for political and/or pedagogical purposes?

Despite the difficulties that will be encountered, it is crucial to try to
ascertain the nature of the religious passion of the medieval radical
philosophers, for, in my view, the current conception is in fact completely
erroneous, and therefore leads to a similarly mistaken conception of the very
relation between religion and philosophy. We will see in this article that the

general opinion that religious philosophers are without any religious passion
(as opposed to the more traditional and mystical religious thinkers) is

completely wrong. The opinion that an intellectual understanding of religion kills
all religious sentiment has been a popular view starting from as early as the
Romantic period, but religious medieval philosophers held exactly the opposite

opinion: It is not mysticism that invigorates faith, but only a philosophical
understanding of religion that can engender true religious passion.

Leo Strauss and lack of religiouspassion

Leo Strauss in his research on medieval philosophy1 explains the irreconcilable

difference that exists between religion and philosophy,2 between

1 It should be noted that medieval philosophy was arguably the field that Strauss

was most devoted to, and consequently, a proper summary of his opinion on
this subject unfortunately lies beyond the narrow scope of this article.

2 On the subject of the relation between religion and philosophy see especially:
LEO Strauss, Persecution and the A.rt of Writing (Glencoe, 111., 1952; reissued
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Jerusalem and Athens. According to his opinion, the medieval philosophers
were well aware of true, unadulterated philosophy. However, they were also

of the opinion that religion is a very important tool for promoting a healthy
society. The medieval philosophers understood that the basis of religion is

not rational and that precisely because of the religion's non-rational basis,

it is the best instrument for improving life in society given the irrationality
of the masses of humanity. Philosophy cannot render religion obsolete
because these two approaches to life deal with completely different spheres:

philosophy has to do with truth, while religion has to do with ethics.

Strauss's take on Maimonides evolved over the course of his lifetime,
but where there was no change was in Strauss's definition of religion, which
he always maintained was the revelation of non-rational opinions or laws

by prophets. In his earliest writings, Strauss argues that Maimonides
accepted this definition and thus described the creation of the world on the
basis of revelation. In his later writings, though obscuring his thoughts via
an esoteric approach to recording his ideas, Strauss apparently revised his

earlier understanding ofMaimonides, who he now presented as a citizen of

Chicago, 1988); LEO STRAUSS, Spinoza's Critique of Religion, translated by E. M.
Sinclair (New York, 1965). On Strauss's position on religion see LeoraBAT-
NITZKY, "Leo Strauss and the Theological-Political Predicament','' in: STEVEN

B. SMITH (ed.), The Cambridge Companion to Leo Strauss (Cambridge / New York,
2009), pp. 41-62. On Strauss's interpretation of Maimonides see KENNETH
HART Green (ed.), Leo Strauss on Maimonides — the Complete Writings (Chicago,
2013), editor's introduction, pp. 1-87. Regarding the interpretation of Strauss

on Maimonides I am nearer to the position of JEFFERY A. BERNSTEIN, Leo

Strauss on the Border ofJudaism, Philosophy, and History (Albany, 2015); but see also

KENNETH Hart Green, Jew and Philosopher — The Beturn to Maimonides in the

Jeivish Thought of Leo Strauss (Albany, 1993). On the subject of the relation of
Strauss to Judaism in general, see HlLLEL FRADKIN, "A Word Fitly Spoken:
The interpretation of Maimonides and the Legacy of Leo Strauss," as well as

Kenneth Seeskin, "Maimonides' Conception of Philosophy," in: DAVID
NOVAK (ed.), Leo Strauss andJudaism: Jerusalem andAthens Critically Revisited (Boston,

1996), pp. 55-86 and pp. 87-110, respectively.
On a critic of Strauss's interpretation of Maimonides, see MENAHEM KELLNER,

"Strauss's Maimonides," in: lyyun 50 (2001), pp. 397-406. In this important
article, Kellner rightly criticizes Strauss' interpretation of Maimonides as a modern

intellectual without any religious passion he also explains the importance of
Love of God to Maimonides. In the present article I focus on another subject:
the political implication of God's love. Another difference between my opinion
and the opinion of Kellner is on religious passion upon Averroist thinkers.
According to my opinion the position of Maimonides was shared by the majority
(if not all) other Jewish medieval radical philosophers.
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Athens. Strauss rejected the possibility of affirming a religious philosophy
that is completely spiritual, and denigrated the belief in revelation. This is

also the opinion of some of the modern scholars who have interpreted
Strauss. In positing this essential definition of religion as related to 'revelation'

in the popular sense of the term, Strauss was probably influenced by
Spinoza himself, and thus chose to go against the medieval radical philosophers,

including Maimonides, who argued that all religious beliefs are to be

interpreted in light of philosophical study.3 According to Strauss, if
Maimonides denigrated revelation, he must have been a citizen of Athens and

not of Jerusalem. However, according to my reading of Maimonides, we
can interpret the Bible in accordance with a given philosophical opinion
that then becomes a part of the religiously acceptable opinions. Jerusalem,
according to Maimonides, has no essential, ever-consistent definition, and
there is no essential contradiction between religion and philosophy. We will
return later to this fundamental difference in approach.4

For Leo Strauss and those of his ilk, the religious philosophers of the
Middle Ages live in Jerusalem but think in Athens. They understand the
insurmountable abyss between the two, and try not so much to bring them
into accord as to find an accommodation between the two5 when in the

3 See, e.g., SPINOZA, Tractatus Theologico-Politicus, chapter 7, and cf. Maimonides'
interpretation in his Guide of the PerplexedII: 25.

4 It is interesting to note that even searchers who generally disagree with Strauss'

interpretation of Maimonides accepted his essential definition of religion. For
example, in his aforementioned article, Seeskin clearly sees Maimonides as a

citizen ofJerusalem, and not as a citizen ofAthens, as Strauss believed. According

to his explanation, Maimonides understood the essential difference between
revelation and philosophy (on this point Seeskin and Strauss are in accord).
However, Maimonides did not attempt any sort of (impossible) synthesis
between philosophy and religion, but rather built his response on different sources
based on the two modes of thinking (revelation vs. reason). In his article, Kellner
criticizes the definition of orthodoxy by Strauss, although not on this point.

On the relation between revelation and reason in Strauss there are also a

number of studies. For example see SUSAN ORR, "Strauss, Reason, and
Revelation: Unravelling the Essential Question," in: NOVAK (ed.), Leo Strauss and

Judaism (note 2), pp. 25-54, who analyses the argument of Strauss that reason
cannot denigrate revelation; In Strauss's opinion on the relation between
philosophy and religion in his early writing see DAVID JANSSENS, Between Athens
andJerusalem — Philosophy, Prophecyy and Politics in Leo Strauss's early Thought (SUNY
Series in the Thought and Legacy of Leo Strauss; New York, 2008). On the

religious personal position of Strauss, see especially pp. 191-193.
5 The present debate on the position of Strauss on this question is: How much

is this kind of accommodation possible?
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mode of living their daily life they have to be completely religious, but when
in the mode of thinking, they have to be completely philosophical.

According to this Straussian position, the philosophers see the Bible as

a superb pedagogical work that has a very positive influence on the people.

They also see that this book has a lot of philosophical problems, and they

try to resolve these problems using various philosophical interpretations.
But the philosophers don't really believe in their commentaries. These
commentaries are the exoteric part of their works, i.e. what is intended for the

masses. Deep down, they know that the essence of religion goes against the

essence ofphilosophy. Their philosophical interpretation of religion is only
a way to speak philosophically without telling the ignorant masses that they
don't believe in the same religion as the masses. Were the masses to understand

the true opinion of the philosophers, the resulting confusion would
be very negative for them and their social development, which is in need of
a religion to maintain the social order. Moreover, revealing the full truth
would be dangerous for the philosopher himself as he might come to be

persecuted by the masses as an unbeliever.

According to the Straussian position, religious passion is itself much like

any of the obligatory beliefs as posited by Maimonides:6 One is obliged to
believe that God has supernatural providence, that God hears our prayers,
and that He is influenced by them. These beliefs are necessary in order to
explain and express the religious way of life, which itself is necessary in
order to preserve the social order. However, these religiously de rigueur
beliefs are nonetheless entirely mistaken from a philosophical point ofview.
The philosopher can accept the fact that the religious passion of the masses
is part of a very productive belief system. However, we can fairly ask of the

philosopher how he can continue to feel passionate about a primitive
sentiment that doesn't have any kind of philosophical accuracy.

We see this position of Leo Strauss very well in his interpretation of the
love of God in his remarks on the "Book of Knowledge" in Maimonides'
Mishneh Torah7 In this passage, Strauss explains that, according to Maimonides,

there exists a connection between knowledge of God and love of God.
However, as Strauss argues, this connection is only viable if one can have

true, unequivocal knowledge of God's existence — a point which Strauss

emphatically rejected. According to Strauss, the true philosopher has no
metaphysical proof of the existence of God — indeed, cannot have any

6 Guide of the Perplexed III, 27-28.
7 Relevant passages can be found especially in: GREEN (ed.), Geo Strauss on Mai

monides (note 2), pp. 556-557.
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knowledge of Him, and therefore is incapable of harbouring any kind of
sentiment toward him.

Strauss was quite consistent over the course of his writings regarding his

rejection of religious passion in the true philosopher. However, it would
seem that as his familiarity with the depth of Maimonides5 philosophical
writings increased over the years, he came to view the modern criticism
(especially Spinoza's) ofMaimonides stance on knowledge and love of God
as inaccurate, for surely one such as Maimonides, with his philosophical
appreciation of the social value of religious practice, only presented proofs
of God's existence along with calls for love of God for purely exoteric,
didactic purposes, and did not actually espouse such ideas inwardly. In a way,
Maimonides5 philosophical depth caused Strauss a sort of cognitive
dissonance, which he could only resolve by suggesting that Maimonides was not
being sincere about his understanding of, and passion for, God.

To no small extent, Strauss perforce reached this rather ad hoc conclusion
based on the widespread assumption that there is only one kind of religious
passion — the one that arises from the non-rational beliefs of the ignorant
masses, and which is based on the fear ofpunishment, be it in this world or
in hell. The masses perceive God as a kind of hot-tempered super-being
that metes out punishment or reward to people according to whether or
not they fulfil His will. But philosophers don't have any of these perceptions
or beliefs — and therefore, they cannot continue to live with any kind of
genuine religious passion.

There is yet another kind of argument against philosophers maintaining

any kind of religious passion that comes directly from the stoic opinion
against passion. According to this position, one of the major aims of
philosophy is to free humans from every passion. Passions are by definition
non-rational and come from the animal part of the human soul. There is in
this approach an intriguing irony in that the standard description of a

philosopher is as a lover ofwisdom, i.e. one who is passionate about knowledge
of the truth. This ironic contradiction amply demonstrates that the stoic

rejection of religious passion is not the only rational opinion open to
philosophers.

The religiouspassion ofMaimonides

In the remainder of the article, I will attempt to counter this common (or
Straussian) position and demonstrate that, like the two kinds of Eros of Plato's

banquet, there exist also two kinds of religious passions. The passion
of the masses, which arises from non-rational belief in a supernatural God;
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and the passion of the philosophers, which derives from the proper knowledge

of the true God — a God that sends them on a mission, like the

prophets of the Bible, to open the eyes of the misled people, and to lead

them to the truth.
According to Plato,8 and against the opinion of the Stoics, there exist

two kinds of Eros or Love (manifested by two gods of the Greek mythology)

as two kinds of Aphrodite. The first and more popular one is the Eros

of the body, while the second is the Eros of the soul. The common denominator

of these two Eroses is the strong sentiments that people feel about
them. These powerful emotions make them ready to do many things, even

dangerous and difficult things, in order to fulfil their love.
We will see that, according to Maimonides and the majority of the Jewish

philosophers of the second half of the Middle Ages, there is a kind of
love9 of God that derives from philosophical studies and which has a very
important impact on the life of the philosophers and their place in society.

We see this position in Maimonides' ruling in his Mishneh Torah, Sefer ha-

madda \ Hil. Yesode ha-Torah ("Foundations of the Torah"), chapter two:10

It is a mitzvah to love and fear this glorious and awesome God, as [Deut. 6:5]

states: "And you shall love the Lord, your God" and, as [Deut. 6:13] states:

"Fear the Lord, your God."

8 PLATO, Symposium, found essentially in the speeches of Pausanias (180c-186a)
and Socrates (201d-214e).

9 On the love of God in Maimonides, see DANIEL LASKER, "Love of God and

Knowledge of God in Maimonides' Philosophy," in: JACQUELINE HAMESSE /
OLGAWeijers (eds.), Ecriture et réecriture des textesphilosophiques médiévaux. Volume

d'hommage à Colette Sirat (Turnhout, 2006), pp. 329-345 (Hebrew version to
appear in: -ny y3,5); Amira Eran, " ncpam nx-pi -npa:> mxn mn Damian

D"aain," in: yam {Tarbif) 70 (2001), pp. 465-505; Dov Schwartz, " npwnn
,n rrnaMn ypy) D"na-in irmm npTQaoV' in: nvi (.Daai) 81 (2016),

pp. 162-206, in this article the author analysis also the possibility that the passion

for metaphysic can be one of the major cause of error. HOWARD T.

Kreisel, ""na-in^w injwaninxTUnnnnx/'in: run (Daat) 37 (1996), pp. 127-151.

Alexander Even-Chen, " rrrn m rm-in rrnnn 5m rrrri5xn nirm
rma"n mnxm mwian ,iriTn," in: run (.Daai) 74 (2013), pp, 105-134, esp.

pp. 128-133. On this subject in medieval philosophy in general see DANIEL
LASKER, "Can a Jewish Philosopher Love God?" in: LEONARD J. GREEN-

SPOON / Ronald A. SIMKINS / Jean CAHAN (eds.), Studies in Jewish Civilisation
18: Love — Ideal and Real — in the Jewish Tradition (Omaha / Lincoln, Nebraska

2008), pp. 21-34.
10 On the love of God see also MAIMONIDES, Mishneh Torah, Sefer ha-madda\ Hil.

Teshuvah, X, 3.
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What is the path [to attain] love and fear of Him? When a person contemplates

His wondrous and great deeds and creations and appreciates His infinite

wisdom, which surpasses all comparison, he will immediately love, praise,
and glorify [Him], yearning with tremendous desire to know [God's] great
name, as David stated: "My soul thirsts for the Lord, for the living God" [Ps.

42:3]. When he [continues] to reflect on these same matters, he will immediately

recoil in awe and fear, appreciating how he is a tiny, lowly, and dark

creature, standing with his flimsy, limited, wisdom before Him who is of perfect

knowledge, as David stated: "When I see Your Heavens, the work of
Your fingers [...] [I wonder] what is man that You should recall Him"
[Ps. 8:4-5].

Based on these concepts, Maimonides continues, I shall explain important
principles regarding the deeds of the Master of the worlds to provide a portal

for a person of understanding to [develop] love for God, as our Sages

said regarding love: "In this manner, you will recognize He who spoke and

[thus,] brought the world into being."11
In this well-known text, we see Maimonides' understanding of love of

God. Like Plato's words in the mouths of Socrates and Pausanias at the

symposium after the banquet, Maimonides draws a comparison between
love ofGod (or wisdom) and love ofwomen. The intensity of the sentiment
is necessarily the same, but the object of the sentiment is entirely different.
Another very important point is that according to Maimonides, there is a

necessary relationship between love of God and studying. The love of God
is a necessary consequence of true learning and knowledge. The masses may
claim that they love God; however, they don't love the one true God but
rather another God that they build in their imagination based on their
superstitions.12

The necessary conclusion of this position is that people who lack any
kind of philosophical knowledge of God are in fact idolaters who don't

11 MAIMONIDES, Mishneh Torah, Sefer ha-madda\ Hil. Yesode ha-Torah II, 1-2:

[Deut. 6:5] "Tn^x " rix mnxV' naxjw ,imx inxT1?! ironx1? mxa nrn nznm rain *7xn

.[Deut. 6:13] "xtd "pn^x Vl rix" naxn
nxTi D^rnn crx^jn vxrim vmm dtxh ynnrrty nym ?inx-m ironx1? -pin xti ixvn
,5nnn nwn yr5 nbm mxn mxnai ixdöi mu/ai nmx xin r» ,yp x5i -py n5 yw limn pa
xin TK ,pxy V?xn nnmn nu/naum .[Ps. 42:3] M^n ^x1? -ww nxax" :rn laxiy m
u^n "OD1? nura rùp ny*n maiy p^Dxp] map rr-a xiniy yrm pnsn minx1? ynu

.[Ps. 8:4-5] "iram "o tzmx na p^nynsx nu/ya nx-ix "o" :rn naxw m ,myi
nwn rix mnx1? vntâ nno vrrw -hd o^iyn pan nu/yaa nxna ux ,i5xn nnmn

.Viyn n^i naxiy ^ nx nnx -p -pnaw ,mnx pjyn wmn raxu/ ied

12 On this subject see MAIMONIDES, Guide of the Perplexed I: 50.
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worship the true God — even if they call their God by the same name that
Maimonides uses.13

A philosopher like Strauss can think that this case is the true
consequence of the abyss that exists between philosophy and religion. Religion is

some kind of praxis whereas philosophy is the only way to truth. The
position of the Muslim philosophers Averroes14 and Ibn Tufail can be

interpreted more easily according to Strauss.

In one of his major works on religion and philosophy, in ^ JlLdl

JL-aj) 3 öjj (Fas/ al-maqälfi ma baina l-hikma was-sari1a min ittisäl
"The Decisive Treatise, Determining the Nature ofthe Connection between Religion and

Philosophy '), Averroes explains that there is a possibility of interpreting the

Koran according to the opinion of the philosophers.15 However, these

kinds of interpretations are very dangerous for the people who don't have

any kind of philosophical capacity. For these people, it is better not to try
to explain to them any kind of philosophical opinion, because such ideas

will only be destructive to their beliefs and their lives in general. The masses

don't have any kind of intellectual capacity to understand philosophy. For
them, the philosophical opinion will be only negative — they will break away
from their past religious belief, but won't construct any kind of better

13 On the relation between God's knowledge and love see also MAIMONIDES,
Mishneh Torah, Sefer ha-madda ', Hit Teshuvah, X, 6; Guide of the Perplexed 1,9;
III, 28.

14 There is an interesting modern debate which the present article cannot delve
into concerning the relation between Strauss's opinion and the thought of Averroes.

The controversy stems from Averroism being a later Latin trend that does

not agree with Averroes in all matters. For a summary of the various opinions
see Jew and Philosopher, op. cit. footnote 2, Chapter 2, note 76, pp. 180-182. On
the relation between Maimonides and Averroes in the writings of Strauss see

GREEN (ed.), Leo Strauss on Maimonides (note 2), pp. 270-274.

15 In another treatise, in '^Si\ (_p < iASH l_jI(Kitab al-kasfän manähig al-adilld)

or Faith and Reason in Islam, Averroes adopts a surprisingly progressive position
and actually supports the teaching of true philosophical opinions to the common

Muslim. This approach is closer to the position of Maimonides than the

one Averroes expressed in Fasl al-maqäl\ which is closer to the position of Ibn
Tufail. Yet despite the more progressive stance found in Kitdb al-kasf osi what
to teach the masses, even in this book Averroes refrains from positing a relation
between love of God and philosophical knowledge. On the comparison
between Maimonides and Averroes on this subject see CARLOS FRAENKEL, "Spinoza

on Philosophy and Religion: The Averroistic Sources," in: CARLOS

Fraenkel / Dario Perinetti / Justin E. H. Smith (eds.), The Rationalists:

Between Tradition and Innovation (Dordrecht, 2010), pp. 27-43.
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opinion in its stead. The consequence of this situation will be that these

people will probably become non-religious - a situation that if widespread
will disrupt the social order and cause significant damage to the lives of
these people.

In this opinion, Averroes is close to the opinion of the Muslim philosopher

Ibn Tufail in his philosophical novel Hayy ibn Yaqzän. By the end of
the novel, its two protagonists, Hayy and Absäl, understand that religion
and superstition are necessary for the well-being of the masses. For the

common people, any exposition of philosophical opinions will be negative
and bring about disruption of the social order. By contrast, the philosopher
knows the truth, which can only be dangerous for the masses.

However, the opinion of Maimonides on this subject is very different
from these two Muslim philosophers. Maimonides is very aware of the danger

of explaining philosophical opinions to people who are not ready to
understand philosophy.16 He compares this situation to a man who gives a

steak to a baby. The baby will die, not because steak is a bad food, but
because it is not the right food for babies.17 The same is true with regard to
philosophical opinions. Their truth is not enough of a reason to explain
them to the ignorant masses. However, Maimonides sees a religious
importance to spreading basic beliefs of philosophy to the entire population.
This is the reason that Maimonides explains philosophical opinions in critical

places in the beginning of the Misbneb Torab and Sefer ha-Mit^pot, and the

reason he wrote his Thirteen Principles of Faith, which is found in his

commentary on the Mishna on Tractate Sanhédrin.

As opposed to the opinion of Strauss, Maimonides saw religion not only
as a political tool for maintaining social order, but also as pedagogical
instrument for spreading philosophical truth to human beings. All human
beings, including the most ignorant, have to understand some basic

philosophical ideas such as that God is non-material. After explaining the
difficulties and dangers of metaphysical inquiry, Maimonides expressly states

16 For example, Guide of the Perplexed I, 31-34. On the question of esoteric and

exoteric readings of Maimonides there has been ample research, including: LEO
STRAUSS, "The Literary Character of the Guide of the Perplexed," in SALO W.
BARON (ed.), Essays on Maimonides (New York, 1941), pp. 37-91; STRAUSS,
Persecution and the Art of Writing (note 2), pp. 38-94; DOV SCHWARTZ, mnom HTno

"ran -Trn rrmrrn rmm (Ramat-Gan, 2001); Avraham Nuriel, -nam ^
"mn wn rPTiTH (Jerusalem, 2000); MARVIN FOX, Interpreting Maimonides:

Studies in Methodology, Metaphysics, andMoral Philosophy (Chicago, 1990); JOSEF

STERN, The Matter and Form ofMaimonides' Guide (Cambridge; Mass., 2013).
17 Guide of the Perplexed 1,33.
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that the rejection of any kind of belief regarding God having a physical body
must be taught to all the people for all time.18 According to Maimonides,

religion has two major aims:19 the well-being of society, which, from an
educational point ofview, is primary; and the teaching of true philosophical
knowledge, which is ultimately more important vis-à-vis one's relationship
with God. Given the importance of true philosophical knowledge, one

might expect that Maimonides happily supported the imparting of this

knowledge at an early stage. However, he advised that this happen only after
a student had attained a certain moral perfection, for otherwise the student
would likely abuse the deeper knowledge to justify his misdeeds. Thus we
see that the two aims of the Torah are more or less chronological: first
comes the creation of a healthy, ethical society, and only then can true
philosophical knowledge be taught, and only to those individuals whom the

philosopher identifies as having the necessary moral character.
The teaching of this true philosophical knowledge is, according to

Maimonides, the exclusive province of the truly divine religion. One could say
that for Maimonides, the Torah has a kind of monopoly on teaching the

masses philosophical truth. All other religions have a political influence,20

but the errors and lacunae in their philosophical underpinnings lead to the

spread of falsehoods, while only a truly divine religion can successfully
spread only true philosophical opinions regarding God.21

Maimonides concedes that there exists a vast gulf between accurate
philosophical ideas and religion as social order. Nonetheless, this gulf must be

spanned because an important role of religion is to spread philosophical
ideas to the masses. The bridge for spanning this gulf is the religious passion
of the philosophers. Their love of God, itself a direct result of their
philosophical research, obligates them to spread their philosophical opinions to
the masses. In the first chapter of "Laws of Idolatry" in the Mishneh Torah,

Maimonides analyses the biblical figure of Abraham.22 According to this

18 Guide ofthe Perplexed I, 35.

19 Guide of the Perplexed III, 27-28.

20 Guide of the Perplexed II, 39. In this passage, the religion of the Jews is superior
to the other religions even in its social role, albeit in a relative way.

21 Guide of the Perplexed II, 40.

22 On the figure of Abraham, see MAIMONIDES, Mishneh Torah, Sefer ha-madda\
Hil. Mkid'm ("Laws of Idolatry") I; Sefer ha-Mit^vot (Book of the Commandments),

third commandment (the fourth commandment has to do with fear of God).
In the Sefer ha-Mit^vot^ Maimonides clearly said that the consequence of the love
of God is to propagate the true belief in God to others.
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explanation, initially, Abraham came to understand the true definition of
God just by his study of nature. The consequence of this learning would
not be just a philosophical understanding, but also a profound feeling that
God had sent him on a mission to spread this truth to all humankind. The
second aspect of the Law, social order, came only in the time of Moses, in
order to reverse and prevent the kind of assimilation of false ideas that
happened to the descendants ofAbraham in Egypt. According to Maimonides,
prophecy, in its higher form, includes not just the underlying idea but also

the spreading of the philosophical truth to society. One of the main ways
to know the perfection of a prophet is to examine his influence: The degree

to which this influence becomes significant and ubiquitous determines how
perfect the prophet truly was.23

23 Guide of the Perplexed III, 37. On prophecy in the thought of Maimonides see

HOWARD Kreisel, Prophecy: The History of an Idea in Medieval Jewish Philosophy

(Dordrecht, 2001). For a Straussian commentary on the opinion of Maimonides
on prophecy see BENJAMIN LORCH, "Maimonides on Prophecy and the Moral
Law," in: Interpretation 43 (2016), pp. 91-110. According to this researcher,
Maimonides' esoteric view on prophecy is that there is a clear contradiction
between philosophy, which relates to philosophical truth, and religion, which
relates to morality. Lorch explains Guide of the Perplexed II, 33 as showing a difference

between true knowledge (i.e. the first two commandments only), which
the prophet teaches as a philosopher, and popular opinion which reflects the
realm of morality. (The Arabic word for what is translated here as "popular
opinion" is ^ (mashürät). On this term and the difficulty of its translation
see SHALOM Sadik, "Eckhart, Lost in Translation: La traduction de Sh-h-rpwc
Yehuda Alharizi et ses implications philosophiques," in: Vivarium 54 (2016),

pp. 125-145). In my opinion, the true position of Maimonides is that the

prophet has to be both a philosopher and a political leader, because only a

philosopher can be a good political leader. Moreover, the philosopher teaches as a

prophet as part of his political leadership, given the prophet's perfection of his

intellect and imagination (Guide ofthe Perplexed II, 32 and 36-37). The perfection
of the imagination helps the prophet to teach opinions and give laws that do

not arise out of purely intellectual learning. According to Maimonides, political
leadership is correlated with human free will. On this subject see SHALOM

Sadik, "craann Vxn rrrmn firna," in: AJS Review 38 (2014), pp. rr-N. Because of
human free will, the political leadership has to guess what consequences its acts
of legislation or education will have. A non-philosopher cannot successfully
intuit the repercussions, because his estimations are based on incorrect facts.

Therefore, only a prophet, who by definition has a perfect intellect and
imagination, can be an effective political leader. On the political role of the
philosopher-prophet see also Guide ofthe Perplexed I, 54.
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The consequent emotional reaction to attaining philosophical
understanding moves the philosopher to try to spread a part of his philosophical
truth to the masses and to achieve some important social reforms. This
religious passion for God fills the gulf between philosophical learning and the

religious political leadership of the society. Only a philosopher can be a true
lover of God, and only a true lover of God can be a good political leader.

Love of God includes seeking philosophical knowledge, and the love of
God by the philosopher brings him to explain philosophic knowledge to
the masses and to convey that in the Bible, the most basic commandment
is to love God, which is identical to knowing Him. Thus, ultimately, the

philosopher's love of God motivates him to spread the love of God to the

masses via the teaching of philosophical truths. All this is the true position
of Maimonides.

Other radicalJewishphilosophers on love of God

The Jewish Averroist philosophers who come after Maimonides have a general

tendency — not surprisingly — to interpret Maimonides in light of Averroes.

This is true in the case of his opinion regarding the eternity of the

world, and even in the case of the non-personal existence of the soul after

death, a position that cancels all possibility of posthumous reward in the

form of life after death or resurrection. However, in their definition of the

philosophical goal of religion and in their interpretation of love of God,
they follow Maimonides, and are quite different from Averroes. We will
analyse a few specific examples ofJewish Averroists in this regard.

Rabbi Isaac Vulgar

Rabbi Isaac Pulgar lived in northern Castile at the end of the 13th century
and the first half of the 14th century.24 In the first chapter of n7H "ITS? (fE^er

24 On R. Pulgar see CARLOS DEL VALLE RODRIGUEZ, "La Contradiction del Hereje
de Isaac Ben Polgar," in: JUDIT TARGARONA BorrAs / ANGEL SÂENZ-BADIL-
LOS (eds Jewish Studies at the Turn of the Twentieth Century, 2 vols. (Leiden, 1999),
vol. I, pp. 552-560; NORMAN ROTH, "Isaac Polgar y su libro contra un con-
verso," in: Johann Maier / Carlos del Valle Rodriguez (eds.), Polémica

judeo-cristiana: estudios (Madrid, 1992), pp. 67-73; JONATHAN L. HECHT, The
Polemical Exchange between Isaac Pollegar and Abner ofBurgos/Alfonso of Lalladolid
according to Parma MS 2440 Iggeret teshuvat apikoros' and Teshuvot la-meharef '

(Ph. Diss. New York, 1993), pp. 35-38; SHOSHANA GERSHENZON, M Study of
Teshuvot la-meharef by Abner ofBurgos (Ph. Diss. JTS, New York, 1984), pp. 74-
85; COLETTE Sirat, "Deux philosophes juifs repondent Abner de Burgos à

propos du libre-arbitre humain et de l'omniscience divine," in: Melanges offerts
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ha-dat"In Support of the Religion"), his major philosophical work, R. Pul-

gar explains the criteria for judging if a certain code of law is good. According

to Pulgar, every legal code needs to fulfil three goals:

(1) To help humans control their evil inclination; (2) To provide a set of
practical laws that establishes the best social order; and (3) To explain to
the non-philosopher population the true philosophical ideas in the context
of tradition. Pulgar wrote:

And for this reason there can be found in [the ideal law] a few of the true and

right beliefs that we must accept given that we have the power of speech along
with wisdom. Because the majority of human endeavour and toil is in the pursuit

of sustenance, most throughout their lifetime cannot devote [any time] to
their thoughts and to preparing their intellect in order to extrapolate and

comprehend these beliefs from their principles and origins. As for the one involved
with the true fields ofwisdom, in assembling the religion that was inspired from
Heaven, he perforce had to incorporate within it most of the true beliefs without

which human excellence and perfection are impossible. [For this reason]
he wrote them there [in the Torah] by way of tradition so that no human [i.e.
believer in the Torah] would ever die with his soul empty of them like the foolish

nations.25

In this passage we see that R. Pulgar posits that an important goal of religion
is to spread true philosophical knowledge to all non-philosophers. According

to Pulgar, there are some beliefs that are necessities for all humans,
regardless of their endeavours and their lack of philosophical query. Those
who construct the legal systems — the kings, prophets, and philosophers —

cannot explain the true beliefs to the masses in a purely intellectual way
based on esoteric philosophical proofs. Rather, the intellectual elite needs

to disseminate these key concepts via the law and by way of tradition.
These opinions of R. Pulgar are identical to those that Maimonides

explains in chapters 31-35 of the first part of the Guide of the Perplexed.

Metaphysics is a very complicated issue that demands the full attention of
the student. Maimonides mentions attending to material needs as one of
the major reasons that most people cannot devote their full attention to

André Neher (Paris, 1975) pp. 87-94; COLETTE SlRAT, Introduction a la philosophie

juive au Moyen Age (Paris, 1983), pp. 352-355.
25 Tü^erha-dat, 1,1 p. 32: on5np iT^y nimTOn mpran nrraxn jtüiönh nxpö m ram ht5i

rr nwpm vrnui mxi poy im rrrn idb m panni mma ww ^yn ra, «5

pp^ya pn mmöxn n« vwn5i yr5 arm w m pin1?! unui ami
pipmi. rnn nn wpi p rtoion rnn lira rrom -pmn pmöxn maim «in im
nmy am« atzn pmylmm^wi tn^n niman imx ^ im am« ,nvnmi nuöxn np^y
irtoon ni&ra an» npn warn mxi mm p5np Tin.
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understanding metaphysics.26 Nevertheless, people need to be aware of
some basic ideas, such as the non-corporeality of God. Consequently, these
basic truths have to be written in the Bible and taught to the masses as a

tradition. The other nations generally don't know these basic truths regarding

God, because they are not mentioned in their laws. We see that Pulgar,
like Maimonides, determined that the imparting of philosophical truths is

an integral part of the divine law.

In the next chapter of E%er ha-dat?1 R. Pulgar explains that Jewish law

meets all the necessary criteria for being considered an ideal legal system.
At the beginning of this chapter, R. Pulgar mention explicitly the Maimon-
idean opinion that without the knowledge of God, humans cannot love
Him. This is the reason that the commandment to love God includes some
basic beliefs like the rejection of divine corporeality.

We can summarize that R. Pulgar agrees with Maimonides on three

major points: 1. Love of God is related to the knowledge of God; 2. This
love is not just an intellectual phenomenon of the philosopher, but also a

religious obligation of the masses;28 and 3. The teaching of true
philosophical beliefs is the exclusive province of the divine law. The collective

upshot of these three points is that the legislator of the divine law has to
instruct the people to accept these opinions as a tradition, even if, and

actually precisely because the masses cannot understand them via
philosophical reflection.

Rabbi Nissim ojMarseilles

R. Nissim of Marseilles lived in Provence at the beginning of the 14th

century.29 In the eleventh chapter of the first part of his work, Maaseh Nissim,

26 Guide of the Perplexed I, 34.

27 PPçerHa-datl, 2, pp. 34-40.
28 Like Maimonides, R. Pulgar also think that the leader cannot explained all the

true opinion to the masses. For example see Ti^er ha-datY^ 8, pp. 65-67.
29 On R. Nissim, see Howard T. Kreisel, H p moi wits ntrran*

"0100 HMD (Jerusalem, 2000), pp. 1-52; HOWARD T. KREISEL " nVoio trriTOO vvp
"0")00 nttfO p Wöl P5 onvon rrn," in: Jerusalem Studies in Jewish Thought 14 (1998)
Aviezer Ravitzicy (ed.), nrrno-io ira-nor1? p-im -bo ^un-r1? -»ono, pp. 159-

180; HOWARD T. Kreisel Judaism as Philosophy: Studies in Maimonides and the

MedievalJewish Philosophers ofProvence (Boston, 2015), pp. 161 -206; COLETTE SlRAT,
""0-100 nwo p "'OU rmrjnin: Jerusalem Studies in Jewish Thought 9

(1990) Moshe Idel etalii (eds.),ruw auiot^i1? n«5on oro no5^5 bnvn -iso, vol.
II, pp. 53-76; Moses Schorr, ""o-ioo nt^o -a-i p nw -a-i," in: yi5nn (He-Ha/ut$
7 (1865), pp. 88-144.
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he mentions that the Torah includes some basic beliefs that are the principles

of all metaphysical knowledge:

And so we see that [regarding the following axiomatic beliefs, specifically:] the

necessity of the existence of God (May He be Praised) and His unity; and that
He is not a force contained in a corporeal body; and that He is far removed
from the dimensions of corporeality, be it by essence or by accident — for all
these no proof need be brought as they are intellectual [matters]. [And we see]

that upon them [these principles] rests all of divine wisdom [i.e. metaphysics].
And given that these [axioms] are a part of the principles of our divine religion,
this is clear; for the most basic aim of the Torah and its very purpose is to
ensure that every person has correct ideas. And these [axioms] are the elementary

beliefs [that are the basis] for all the rest of the true beliefs.30

In these passages, we see that R. Nissim also agrees with the opinion of
Maimonides, namely, that the Bible has to include some basic knowledge
about God. One of the major aims of the Torah is to spread these true ideas

to the maximum number of believers. R. Nissim also accepts Maimonides'
determination that the Jewish Torah is divine because of its containing
consistently true knowledge about God. Moreover, in his commentary on
Deuteronomy, R. Nissim also asserts a necessary relation between the love of
God and knowledge of Him, as did Maimonides.31

In general, we see that R. Nissim, like R. Pulgar, is in accord with
Maimonides and not with Averroes (or Strauss, for that matter) in their definition

of the philosophical aim of religion. R. Nissim also sees that divine

religion doesn't have only a social role. To be a divine religion, the Bible has

to spread true philosophical beliefs to the people. These beliefs are the
condition for the believers of the religion truly attaining love of God.

Rabbi Levy ben Abraham

R. Levy ben Abraham lived in Provence in the latter half of the 13th century
and into the beginning of the 14th century.32 He too maintained that the aim

30 MaasehNissim, chapter 11: una pvnm pun nn irxwi ,iTim ,'m nwn mxura nvn mm
nann *7!) nnmo no •o .n^DW nn -o ,mxn xum5 i1? "pnsx x5 - nnpam (nxm) nun rina
nt^n1? nn^nm nmnn mrta nww ^ ,nxma nvn5xn urn npya i5x nvnn pi .mm5xn

.nrnaxn mnaxn im nvmi mnax nn n5xi .nrnax mynn nnxn 5nty

31 Maaseh Nissim (on Deuteronomy), p. 447.

32 On this work and the life and philosophical positions of R. Levi, see the various
introductions by HOWARD (HAIM) KREISEL to modern editions of Levi's Uvyat
Hen. These include: in m1? VI, 3: nnnnx p nb rroxnn ntyya (Jerusalem, 2004);
in mb\ nnnnx p n1? nb nmnn nmoi nximn nirx (Be'er Sheva, 2007); p nn5 VII, 1:

nnnnx p nb nnnna ntyya (Jerusalem, 2013); p nn5 Ill, 2: nnnnx p n1? nb nmnn nyty
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of the Torah and indeed all revelation is to improve the situation of the

Jewish people. As an important part of this improvement, R. Levy explains
that there are some commandments whose aim is to improve the intellectual

knowledge of the Jews. In his in nfe (.Livjathen), he writes in the section

on prophecy and other mysteries as follows:

And we now return to the subject at hand, namely, that the intention of the

giving of the Torah was to provide benefit to all of Israel, and to perfect their
soul.. .33 But the cognitive commandments, such as the upright beliefs and the

unity of the divinity, they are the province of the intellect alone.34

In this text we see that R. Levy, like Maimonides, R. Pulgar, and R. Nissim,
also thinks that one of the major aims of the Bible is to teach true beliefs
about God to the Jewish masses.

Another similarity is that R. Levy also describes how love of God stems

from the development of the intellect. In the short version of the same part
of Livyathen, R. Levy writes:

And so it is that everyone who continuously (studies) divine matters, his intellect

becomes purified such that he will always desire them (i.e. the divine matters)

and he will naturally continue to seek after them until material matters
seem like a dream and a mirage to him, and he will love spiritual things with an
intense love.35

In this text we see that R. Levy, like Maimonides and the other radical Jewish

philosophers whom we've reviewed, think that love of God derives from
the development of metaphysical knowledge. The amount people learn of
metaphysics determines how much they know God, and by extension, how
much they love Him.

(Be'er Sheva, 2014). See also KREISEL Judaism as Philosophy (note 29), pp. 116-
160.

33 Here R. Levy explains the positive influence of the practical commandments

on society.
34 Kreisel (ed.), in nfe: rrnnn rrmoi nNimn niTN (note 32), pp. 246-247. On the

subject of the commandment to know God, see also ibid. pp. 344,351-352, 811,
and 842. - Hebrew original: minn rirrrn nrrn nuiDn ^ -i&nt ,m i:rnw na5 nwn
in Tin"! rrnwn rrtnaNn pro ,nvmn mran boa ...dwdj nfen5i fe rrtofe
mfe fewn nz55 rrnn"iï.

35 Kreisel (ed.), in nfe: rrnnn mmol nrann ditk (note 32), pp. 794-795. On the
relation between wisdom and love of God see for example pp. 83,118-119, and
314. - Hebrew original: nrù pvinwu few -pnr ,nrfeNn nwwn rntfn tot -iwk pi
nrumnn nrnnnn nntfi ,ivot)1 nfed i5 iot nramn nrruynw ni? ,ynun onnnx pwEPi Tan
nri? nnnK.
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Conclusion

In this paper we have seen that Jewish philosophers describe the love of
God as a necessary consequence of true knowledge about God and the

world. One of the major results of this religious passion is the fostering of
a real desire on the part of the lover of God to take action and spread to
others some of the true beliefs that he has attained, much like a troubadour
who describes to one-and-all the beauty of his beloved through his poem
and song.

Jewish philosophers believe that they have true knowledge ofGod. They
also try to spread this knowledge by means of their philosophical books.
We can conclude that they think of themselves as lovers of God, and that
the main motivation to write their books is their religious passion. In their

writings, they see themselves as the continuation of the prophets, looking
to spread the truth about divinity, and prove to all the world that the God
of Aristotle is the only God. When they study Aristotle and understand his

metaphysical opinion, they see themselves as being as near as possible to
the situation of the biblical prophets who would hear the words of God
when He would send them to preach truth to the masses. The connection
these philosophers felt with the prophets is made more palpable ifwe recall
that the philosophical approach to the Bible rejects all anthropomorphisms,
including the literal reading of the many passages where God speaks. For
these philosophers, such descriptions are purely metaphorical: God did not
literally speak to the prophets, for He has no mouth or vocal cords. Rather,
He caused an intellectual understanding in the minds of the prophets, such

that the prophets "heard" the word of God. The Jewish thinkers that have

been discussed herein felt their philosophical insights were the result of an

experience that is very similar to that of the prophets.
In contrast to these Jewish medieval philosophers, Leo Strauss understood

only the social importance of religion. In his notably extensive writings,

he never tried to explain any true belief about God. Ifany people called

him a heretic, he probably accepted the definition as a badge of honour
confirming that he is a true philosopher and a proud heretic to the God of
Jerusalem, who in any case has no place in Athens.36

36 Regarding the opinion of Strauss on the existence of God see Jew and Philosopher,

op. cit. footnote 2, pp. 237-239. In this passage, Green quotes Strauss's reaction
toward the assertion made by a certain Professor Spitz that "Strauss rejects
God". Strauss repudiates the assertion and counters that only a fool can reject
God. On this question see also WERNER J. ÖANNHAUSER, "Athens and Jerusalem,

or Jerusalem and Athens," in: NOVAK (ed.), Ceo Strauss andJudaism (note 2),
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But as for Maimonides and the medieval philosophers, their understanding

was that the God ofAthens is also the true God ofJerusalem. If a more
reactionary scholar were to call them heretics, they would answer37 that the

true heretic is the reactionary who serves his own superstitions and not the

true God — the God of Athens whose Temple is in Jerusalem.
Vis-à-vis the popular conception of God among the masses, Maimonides

chose to juxtapose this less-than-accurate understanding with the correct

understanding as espoused by the Aristotelian philosophers. By
contrast, Strauss contrasted the popular understanding with that of the

philosophers who perceived religion as the price that needs to be paid to
achieve morality and peace in society.38 The lack of any kind of positive
definition of God in the philosophy of Strauss renders completely impossible

any kind of religious passion. This difference may be the reason that
Strauss, the thinker who explained the need for religion in society,39 was

pp. 155-171. In this article, the author argues that the probable position of
Strauss on this question was "undogmatic Atheism". By the end of the article
he also asks some questions on the viability of this interpretation of Strauss. On
the modern debate in the "Straussian" school on this subject (and the subject
of morality), see CATHERINE H. ZUCKERT, "Straussians," in: STEVEN B. SMITH

(ed.), The Cambridge Companion to Leo Strauss (Cambridge, 2009), pp. 263-286.
37 As Maimonides expressly states in his Mishneh Torah, Sefer ha-madda\ Hil. Yesode

ha-Torah, chapter I, 3-4:

mm ,rr5:)m yp i5 iot rron 5:ton rrnan Rim .pan 5d ittr m5R Rin-nrn uxan ä

r5:i ,iniR moan Rin ira Rim ;moa r5o mo^ iwdr w pari mio ttxiv ,poon i5 tot
.«yu rVi t

5m .[Exod. 20:2; Deut. 5:6] "-ym^R 'n 'our" mRütP ,ntzw mxa [ro] m nm nrn [i] 7

,DonR mm5R T mm r5m iür^ ,no>yn r5o omy ,nra yin onR hi5r nv ww nun 5y n5yan

.o u5n Vionw Vmn npon Rin r\w ,np^n nom ;[Exod. 20:2; Deut. 5:6] "mo 5y

In short, people who believe in another god, and not in the God of the
philosophers, is an idolater.

38 In his earlier writings, Strauss (in articles like "Spinoza's Critique of Maimonides"

and "Cohen and Maimonides") defined religion as the belief in supernatural

beings and events. This definition of religion remains consistent throughout

his writings. However, at a much later stage, Strauss changed his opinion
on Maimonides and no longer viewed "The Great Eagle" as a religious thinker.
In this last and more developed period, Strauss interpreted Maimonides as an
esoteric philosopher who understood the tension between Athens and Jerusalem.

The best example of this re-interpretation is how Strauss explained in his

early writings that Maimonides believed in the creation of the world, while in
his later writings implied, however indirectly, precisely the opposite.

39 On the necessity of religion for establishing and safeguarding the morality of
the society see for example, LEO STRAUSS, "Maimonides on political science,"
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not a practicing adherent of his own religion. His was a purely intellectual

understanding, which is far more difficult to translate into action than
religious passion — especially if this passion is the consequence ofphilosophical
knowledge.

In conclusion, in examining and contrasting Strauss with Maimonides
and the other medieval Jewish philosophers, we can now see a general
pattern: While the philosophical understanding of the social functions of
religion is very important, ultimately, without a deep religious passion for some
kind of God (even the God of Aristotle), it is very difficult to translate this

functional approach into sustainable religious practice. This is so not only
for the philosopher, but perhaps even more so for the members of the lay

population, who will not likely be motivated to religious practice — however
beneficial for society religion appears — when their philosophical religious
leaders do not project an underlying passion in their relationship with the

Divine, and who, due to a lack of any true, intense religious passion for the

God of the philosophers, fail to spread their unique theology.

in: GREEN (ed.), Leo Strauss on Maimonides (note 2), pp. 400-415; LEO STRAUSS,

"The Law of Reason in the Kuzari," in: Proceedings of the American Academy for
Jemsh Research 13 (1943), pp. 47-96. Republished in. STRAUSS, Persecution and the

Art of Writing (note 2), pp. 95-141.
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